UX Case Studies

CogniDesk

Chatbot

Created responsive design for AI-based
automation solution website and chatbot.

WAFI apps

MobileApp

Redesigned an e-commerce mobile app for Gulf
countries for diversified users.

Medindia

Web

One of the leading, consolidated websites for
health information.

Techmill

Web

The financial IT service providers web application.

WAFI Apps
Client:

Overview

Wafi Apps (e-commerce)

WAFI Apps is the fastest growing unified e-commerce platform in the Gulf region, offering its customers
mind blowing deals on consumer products & services like food delivery, laundry & entertainment tickets.

Software:

Axure, Photoshop, Sketch, InVision Studio
Role:

UX Designer and UI Architect
Responsibilities

Problem
The client was not happy with their existing mobile application and website because it did not reflect the
look and feel of the company and was not generating new business. On top of that, their customers told
them that the website was confusing and appeared to be missing vital information. Our challenge was to
create a new mobile app and website that would be intuitive and fresh. According to heuristic evaluation
methods and analytics the currant app has UX problems which needs to be resolved by re designing.

As a UX designer in the team, my job was to identify the problem, evaluating and
analysing the site.
I joined this project in it’s early stages to create an array of fresh responsive templates
for the editors. I have also co-directed the visual design team. In the initial stages, I
worked with 3 designers to come up with design guidelines. Later on, I led the effort
to implement designs and style guides.
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Solution
After conducting some background research on WAFI Apps and how e-commerce works, We prepared
questionnaires and conducted stakeholder interviews and usability testing with end user. Teamed up with
few colleagues, we went through a structured looped ideation process that lead to the app concept for
‘WAFI apps.’ I mocked up basic wireframe in Axure and fed these into Sketch to make an interactive
prototype for a product innovation presentation to the Directors and wider team at WAFI Apps.

WAFI Apps
Project Overview
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Web Analytics:

VALUE PROPOSITION AND RESEARCH

Purpose

Result

Our purpose was to create a compelling experience for our users.

The challenge was to crafting the perfect a short, sharp description of the business and why it’s

Due to the increase of mobile internet usage over the past few years (graph) and that the fact

valuable. It’s the first thing users should see when they visit your website.

that is going to impact huge effect on e-commerce market.

Our work started with a phase of investigation and understanding of the market.
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Heuristic Evaluation

Purpose

Result

In order to better understand a site, heuristic evaluation is a way to test whether a website is

I had conducted Heuristic Evaluation based on a set of predetermined heuristics or qualitative

user friendly. To test the site’s usability and accessibility. Evaluated the existing site by expert

guidelines. I came to know the above mentioned (Please see the attached file) issues with the

review.

site. I also gave some recommendations.
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Project Overview
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Competitor Analysis

Purpose

Result

In order to better understand this industry and find out where the product currently fit within

Along with the analysis, We included a detailed list of suggested product enhancements. This list

the market we conducted competitor analysis.

included features that the top competitors had but our client was missing.

We focused on companies with a similar target market, e-commerce companies.

Based on the Competitor Analysis it was found that the other competing companies have more

To identify the strengths and the weakness of the other similar companies before starting work

usable features than WAFI App. This indicates that the above are the few of the key factors in

on prototype. It helped us to add the desirable features.

success.
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Persona

Purpose

Result

It is very important for the app or website to communicate the right atmosphere. A persona is a

We created personas to represent these values before continuing with the site design. These

representation of a type of customer. Personas answer the question, who are we designing for

Personas helped to keep the end user in the forefront of the design process.

and they help to align strategy and goals to specific user groups.
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Usability Testing

Purpose

Result

To successfully have the user navigate within the app to their own personal list, create a new list

We invited users who met the website’s target demographic to test the existing website using

in their collection of lists, add an article to a list, to navigate easily to another user’s list in order

Morea tool.Users were given specific tasks and questions and all sessions were recorded.

to recommend articles , and to upvote an article on another user’s list.

The site contained too much text and was overwhelming to look at.
Search option is too poor.
Auto completion in search is not working.
Navigation needs re structure.
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Card Sorting

Purpose

Result

Once we had a clear list of requirements for the new design I conducted a card sorting exercise.

The results were demonstrated the percentage of participants that sorted a task into each

This was done to better understand how people expect the content to be organised.

category.
In the card sorting session, participants were asked to organize tasks into pre-defined categories
in a way that made the most sense to them. The categories given were the main navigation of
the application and included an “other” category.
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Project Overview
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Information Architecture

Purpose

Result

To build a model of a website’s content designed to help both users and search engines

By analysing user journey we were then able to narrow down the features via card sorting for the

navigate the site. To make the hierarchical list of pages with links, organised by topic, an

necessary features for plan check to function. We then created a site map to organise the pages,
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Paper Prototype

Purpose

Result

To quickly snap my ideas, sketches and then together to simulate my app ideas just by using

I have created multiple versions without wasting time. We involved other departments like

simple materials as simple as pen and paper.

marketing, development or even stakeholders in the early stage.

I have collected all the information to get started, Kept users pain points in my mind and make

Made few changes based on the feedbacks.

some rough sketches.

This has helped me in gathering early and essential feedback from users. This method helped a
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Wireframe

Purpose

Result

A progression of key screens from low to high fidelity wireframes. These iterations were based

These wireframes specifically focused on space allocation and prioritisation of content,

on feedback received from user testing the low fidelity wireframes.

functionalities available, and intended behaviours, it allowed us to determine the information
hierarchy of the design while making it easier to plan out the content and user experience.
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Project Overview
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Visual Design

Purpose

Result

Purpose of visual communication is mainly for the aesthetic. Once we are done with problem-

We shaped the visual designs in order to elicit user responses and behaviours that suit the use

solving through the UX process then concentrate on typography, colour, alignment and

and purpose of the product. We took care of small details of a product’s aesthetics which could

illustration. Visual design is the first impression the product will make on end user.

play a significant role in the design of the user experience.
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Style Guide
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Style Guide
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Style Guide
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CogniDesk

Client:

Overview

CogniDesk (Chatbot)

AI-based automation solution. It helps companies reduce cost and increase productivity by providing
cognitive and automation solutions.

Software:

CogniDesk believes that Automation and Humans together should be the right recipe for the great

Axure, Photoshop, Sketch, InVision Studio

experience. They provide the environment and platform to transform tickets into conversations, problems
into automated solutions.

Role:

UX Designer and UI Designer

Problem
The existing website did not reflecting the company’s purpose and was not generating new business. The

Responsibilities

website was not updated.

My job was to taking the Stakeholder’s interview, creating Task Flow, Paper Prototype,

Solution

re designing the site based on the identified and evaluating the problems.
I have created responsive templates and visual designs. I worked with 2 designers to
come up with design guidelines.
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Our challenge was to create a new mobile app and website that would be intuitive and fresh. Based on the
Stakeholder’s interview, evaluation methods and analytics the currant website has UX problems which
needs to be resolved by re designing.

CogniDesk
Project Overview
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Task Analysis

Purpose

Result

Task analysis is one of the tools that we can use during the “define” stage of the design process.

This method helped us to identify user’s thought process and desired reactions toward each task

Wireframes alone are not enough. Wireframes communicate layout and static content but not

flow segment.

interactions. Task flow do cover interactions in detail, but they leave out the user context.

We are able to clearly identify and articulate ideas in the user experience so that we can later
begin the process of ideation.
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Paper Prototype

Purpose

Result

My purpose is to visualise and test ideas and concepts in an early stage of a project. In the

After initial design, few paper prototypes are drawn on plain papers. This is a quick method, in

minimum investment time and cost I want to get the better result. Quickly sketched up the ideas

which we easily copied, adapted and simulated designs in next stage. It speed up our design

to create interfaces.

process.
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Chatbot
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Visual Design
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Visual Design Final Output
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Visual Designs
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High Fidelity Prototypes
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HealthCareer
Client:

Overview

HealthCareer (Medical Job Portal)

Health Career is a dedicated Healthcare and Medical job portal in India. Connecting Doctor, Nurse, Dental,
Pharmaceutical, Physician, Optician and more healthcare professionals for opportunities. Find a right

Software:

candidate and right jobs. Health career is the outcome of creative thinking of HealthCareer team. The team

Axure, Photoshop, Sketch

has extensive experience in medical and health care services catering to the needs of employees and
employers alike and are a favourite axis for both ends.

Role:

UI Designer and UI Architect
Responsibilities
I have gathered requirements from stakeholders and conducted user research. I have
created low fidelity sketches like Paper Prototyping to get the initial idea and
approval. I have designed concept in wireframes, task analysis, Personas and created
site map.
Later on I have provided visual design specifications to front-end developers help
them accurately implement our designs.

Problem
This is a completely newly built website. Our challenge was to provide a common platform for both
employers and employees in medical and healthcare services to share their needs and get benefited. There
was no single dedicated website for the medical professions.

Solution
Keeping in view of competition, market environs, markets needs and demands, we chart design plans to
implement and empower our clients for their strong web presence. Our team gathered resourceful
informations and created Information architecture. We also worked on User experience design methods, UI
designs and front end development which made us more confident that we would be able to deliver the
product.
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Project Overview
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Persona
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User Journey Map

Purpose

Result

To understand user actions that describes the relationship between the brand and its customers.

I have created user journey map for each task. This helped me to ensure that each flow was

To get the visualisation all of a user’s interactions with the product, from their point of view.

prioritized and obstacle-free. I made sure to include multiple access points, a clear start and
finish and illustrated steps in sequential order.

User journey mapping is to create a timeline of all touch-points between our end user and our
organisation, including all channels they happen in.

This method allowd me to understand several important factors that shape the overall
impression they will walk away with.
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Site Map
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Paper Prototype

Purpose

Result

Paper prototype is one of the viable methods. To create multiple versions without wasting time.

Paper prototype helped me quickly apply the principles first hand, and explore solutions to see

To get involved other departments like marketing, development or even stakeholders in the

what did work and didn’t work.

early stage.

I got feed back from stake holders and users in the early design process with quick and
inexpensive paper prototypes. It helped us to uncover usability issues and validate design.
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Visual Design

Dashboard Overview (Job Seeker)

Purpose

Result

Candidates can get an overview of posted jobs and hiring process. Candidates can move quickly

I have designed in a way to organized and filtered job lists for a single glance purpose. These

and smoothly through the available jobs and save the same. Applicant can anytime edit

tool gives applicant the ability to manage their end-to-end process from a single platform.

resumes, job titles and descriptions.
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Visual Design

Dashboard Overview(Employer)

Purpose

Result

Hiring effectively goes beyond finding and choosing the right candidate. A lot of work needs to

When Employer post jobs on HealthCarrer, they have access to a comprehensive Employer

happen behind the scenes to ensure candidates move quickly and smoothly through the hiring

Dashboard that gives them visibility into their job posting status, recruitment performance,

process and have a positive experience.

candidates and applicant details.
That’s why I have designed a simple, organised process for reviewing applicant resumes, editing
job titles and descriptions, communicating with candidates and tracking results.
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Visual Design
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Redline Specifications

Purpose

Result

Redline specifications are required by the developer. This document has specifications for

I have provided front-end developers redline specifications to help them accurately implement

design and measures of distances, sizes and styles to get all the relevant information they need

the designs. Measured by “Utom” is a fantastic Sketch plugin that generates interactive redline

for a developing. To laying out specifications for developers to follow in creating web page

specification from your Sketch files. It also provided the appropriate unit of measurements for

designs and layout. Which could lighten the burden of developer.

all the different web browsers, iOS, and Android resolutions.
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Medindia
Client:

Medindia
Software:

Axure, Photoshop, Sketch
Role:

Ux Designer and Information Architect
Responsibilities
Concept understanding & re-designing the existing application with usability & user
experience methods.

Overview
Medindia is a leading online provider of health information, applications and services for consumers,
doctors, healthcare professionals globally. Medindia, currently ranks 1 in India / South Asia in terms of
traffic in the health category and among the top health sites in the world.
Medindia’s content is viewed by over 4 million visitors each month from over 230 countries. Medindia
offers almost 1 million pages of trusted health and wellness information including news, articles, health
directories, drug information, personalised health record and much more.

Problem
The website was not updated.The existing website did not reflecting the company’s purpose and was not
generating new business. Looking at usage patterns we saw a large gap in the ways people used Medindia.

Conducting card sorting, creating work flow, Wire Frames and Usability review.
My role was primarily interaction design as I worked on detailed flows and
information architecture. I also worked on the visual components.

Solution
There were big range of users for Medindia and having all these features in one app was cumbersome and
difficult. We have also provided, revamped the brand and voice, and a unique value to the end users.
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MedIndia
Project Overview
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Heuristic Evaluation

Purpose

Result

In order to better understand a site, heuristic evaluation is a way to test whether a website is

I have conducted Heuristic Evaluation based on a set of predetermined heuristics or qualitative

user friendly. To test the site’s usability and accessibility. Evaluate the existing site by expert

guidelines. I came to know the above mentioned (Please see the attached file) issues with the

review.

site. I also gave some recommendations.

.
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Card Sorting

Purpose

Result

To narrow down the features via card sorting for the necessary features for Medindia to function.

I have conducted closed card sorting session. Participants were asked to organise tasks into pre-

To give meaning to the defined features, and a site map to organise the pages, information, and

defined categories in a way that made the most sense to them. The categories given were the

navigation of the app.

main navigation of the application.
This session helped us to build the structure for this website.
We are able to decide what to put on the homepage.
We have narrow downed the label categories and navigation.
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.

Wireframe

Purpose

Result

The wireframes were annotation for clarity and technical details. We have created low-fidelity
wireframes to map out the new website’s structure and page layouts. These were great approach
for communicating the design vision and getting early feedback.

I have created wireframes for web application. Through the wireframes I was able to design user
flows, navigation, and interactions. The wireframes went through a couple rounds of iteration as
final content was developed.

.
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Visual Design

.
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Visual Design
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Visual Design
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Visual Design
Old Site

New Site
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Techmill

Client:

Overview

Techmill

Techmill Technologies is one of the niche financial IT service providers and is a front runner among the
Fintech companies delivering quality technology solutions to customers across the globe. Techmill has

Software:

given the service nearly a decade in the FinTech business.

Axure, Photoshop, Sketch

They work for corporate banks as well as financial institutions involved in inclusive banking.

Role:

Problem

UI Designer and UX Designer

Features on the site was not working properly. It was not reflecting their latest business and marketing

Responsibilities
Conducted stakeholders interview.
Re-designing the existing application with usability & user experience Creating Wire
Frames and Visual Designs.
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strategy. They were unable to update the content. Overall site was outdated.

Solution
Interviewed key stakeholders who have a connection to the redesign. Understood their priorities and
objectives and what wasn’t working for them. Gathered information on how the site is currently
performing. Redesigned based on the content boundaries, the visual style, feel, and tone.
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Wireframe
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Wireframe
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Visual Design/High Fidelity Mockups
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Visual Design/High Fidelity Mockups
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Visual Design/High Fidelity Mockups
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Visual Design
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